
Each player adopts the role of King or Queen of a Goblin clan. Each 
clan is identified by the color of its favorite gem.
During the game, the players lay out cards representing goblins to 
form battle lines, consisting of rows of twelve cards. Their objective 
is to align cards of their own color, or at least have a majority of the 
cards in as many battle lines as possible, in order to obtain victory 
points.
The player of the clan with the most victory points at the end of the 
game is declared the winner.

There are twelve characters per clan. Each clan includes the same 
characters.
A character’s ability is only triggered when they enter play or when the 
card representing them is turned face up (see the effects of the Healer). 
Passive powers are automatic. active powers only apply when the player 
decides to use them. We recommend using the characters’ powers (if 
possible) because they have a strong influence on the game’s outcome.
The various characters are presented on the reverse side of this rules 
foldout.

In a game with four players, each player controls a single 
clan.

1)  The Kings/Queens and the Banner Carriers are set aside.
2)  The other cards, regardless of color, are shuffled together.
3)  Four cards are dealt to each player. The remaining cards are 

stacked together to provide a draw deck. 

4)  The Kings/Queens are shuffled. Each player receives one of 
these cards face down, which they look at secretly. All the 
Kings/Queens remain face down until the end of the game. 

5)  The Banner Carriers are shuffled and then laid out in random 
order face up in the middle of the table to form a column. 

In a game with three players, each player controls a single clan. 
1)  One of the four colors is not put into play. All the cards with 

this color are put away in the box so that they will not be used. 
2)  The Kings/Queens and the Banner Carriers of the three 

colors in play are set aside.
3)  The other cards, regardless of color, are shuffled together.
4)  Four cards are dealt to each player. The remaining cards are 

stacked together to provide a draw deck.
5)  The Kings/Queens are shuffled. Each player receives one of 

these cards face down, which they look at secretly. All the 
Kings/Queens remain face down until the end of the game. 

6)  The Banner Carriers are shuffled and then laid out in random 
order face up in the middle of the table to form a column. 

In a game with two players, only three clans are used. The cards of the 
excluded clan are put away in the box. They will not be part of the game. 

1)  One of the three selected clans is not assigned to either player. 
2)  The Kings/Queens and the Banner Carriers of the three 

clans are set aside.
3)  The Kings/Queens are shuffled. Each player receives one of 

these cards face down, which they look at secretly. The third 
King or Queen is placed to one side, face down.

4)  The Banner Carriers are shuffled and then laid out in random 
order face up in the middle of the table to form a column. 

5)  The Banner Carriers are shuffled. Two of them are laid out in a 
column in the middle of the table. The third is mixed in with the 
other cards, which are then shuffled. Each player receives four 
cards. The remaining cards are stacked together to provide a 
draw deck.

The players now have in their hand cards from different clans (and 
sometimes none of them match the color of their King/Queen card) and 
they thus have different colors. Each player will try to make sure that the 
clan for which they are King (or Queen) has a majority in at least one of the 
battle lines at the end of a round of play, meaning that they have as many 
cards as possible belonging to their color in each line. The players can rely 
on the powers of the characters in their hand to achieve their objective.

During their turn, each player carries out the following three steps:
1)  Placing a card.
The battle lines are formed to either side of the Banner Carriers 
in the middle of the table. Each card placed must be fully aligned 
with at least one side of a card previously placed. The placed 
cards must respect the configuration of the horde defined at the 
beginning of the game. In a game with four players, the cards will 
little by little form 4 battle lines with 12 cards each (and 3 battle 
lines in games with 3 or 2 players). It is forbidden to place a card 
at the end of a battle line if this will result in a thirteenth column.  

2)  Using the power of the goblin !
The player may then use the power of the goblin put into play.
•  Passive powers are nevertheless applied automatically.
•  active powers are only applied if the players decide to use 

them.

3) Drawing cards
The player draws cards one by one so that they always have 
four in their hand. When the draw deck is used up, play 
continues with the cards remaining in the players’ hands until 
the last card has been placed.

Once all the cards have been placed, the construction of the horde 
is completed. The game then comes to an end. 
The players determine which clan has a majority in each battle line 
by counting the cards of each color present. 

•  The players with a majority wins three victory points.
•  If there is a tie, the players involved only win one point each.
•  If a clan with a majority has a Banner Carrier in the same row, 

its clan wins an extra victory point.

The player and the clan with the most victory points receive praise 
from the Goblin Warlord. They are the winners. 

Possible  
positions

Forbidden  
positions

Cards  
in play

The Golden Rule
At all times, a placed card must have at 

least one of its sides fully aligned 
with an adjoining card in a row or column, 

regardless of color.

1. Object of the game

2. The Goblins

3. Setup

4. Play

5. End of the game
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The Banner Carrier
This puny little creature bears the heavy task of 
brandishing the clan’s banner. It is up to him to 
raise it proudly for all to see. 
Passive Power. At the end of the game, if the Banner 
Carrier is placed in a row whether the cards of his 
color are in a majority, he wins an extra victory 
point for his clan.

The Bomber
His devastating weapon has two major defects: the 
extreme sensitivity of the bomb’s mechanism and 
the legendary clumsiness of its carrier. 
Passive Power. Once this card is put into play, if it is 
then turned face down, any adjacent cards are also 
turned face down.

The Brute
He is strong, very strong indeed. And he enjoys 
beating up other Goblins to show just how strong 
he is.
active Power. When the Brute is put into play, the 
player can turn one or two adjoining cards face 
down, if they belong to a different color.

The Thing
This small, ugly, deformed being is the shame of its 
clan. No member wants to fight at its side. 
active Power. When the Thing is put into play, one 
or two adjoining cards can be placed elsewhere 
in the horde, if this does not disrupt the horde’s 
cohesion (see the Golden Rule). 

The Fat Guy
He’s big. He’s heavy. He’s almost indestructible. 
And it’s impossible to move him once he has 
picked a spot to stand.
Passive Power. Once he has been put into play, the 
Fat Guy remains in the same place until the end 
of the game and his card can never be moved or 
turned face down.

The Healer
Thanks to her bag full of vials and potions, she can 
revive even the most comatose wounded warriors 
and restore their powers.
active Power. When this card is placed, the player 
can turn one other card in the same row or the 
same column face up. The card cannot be looked 
at before it is turned over. Once it is face up, the 
player can activate its power.

The Nerd
He is the only member of his clan with an ounce 
of intelligence. This gives him the ability to make 
strategic decisions and move a member of the 
horde to a place where they will be more useful.
active Power. When the Nerd is put into play, the 
player can switch the positions of two other cards if at 
least one of them is of the same color as this Goblin. 

The Chieftainess
She yells louder than anyone else. It’s a big help 
in making herself be heard, especially when she 
wants to impose discipline in the horde’s ranks.
active Power. The player can slide any column of cards 
that does not include the Fat Guy one row up or down. 
If a card is thereby located outside the limit of  play, it 
is placed elsewhere within the horde. The player may 
place it anywhere they choose, if this does not disrupt 
the horde’s cohesion (see the Golden Rule).

The Mage
With a personality as unstable as his magical talent, 
this apprentice has a lot of trouble mastering the 
only spell he knows: the Ball of Fire.
active Power. When the Mage is put into play, 
he can turn over one face down card, whatever 
its color, in the same rank or column that he 
occupies. 

The Hammer
His bad temper is only matched by his skill with the 
hammer. With a swinging blow, he can expel any 
adversary.
active Power. The Hammer can be put into play 
instead of a card from another clan previously placed. 
The player takes this second card and places it face 
down in an unoccupied position within the horde.

The Vamp
Thanks to her voluptuous curves and intoxicating 
beauty, the Vamp attracts attention from the other 
mem    bers of her clan. All of them dream of fighting 
by her side…
active Power. When the Vamp is put into play, she 
can attract one or two cards of her own color to 
free spaces adjoining her, if this does not disrupt 
the horde’s cohesion (see the Golden Rule). 

The Siamese Twins 
Nastier and above all stupider than their teammates, 
their presence is a sign of that catastrophe lies 
ahead.  
Passive Power. The Siamese Twins count as two 
cards when adding up the points for their clan in 
the row where they have been placed.

ALL  THE  CLANS ARE  GATHERED.
BUT CONFUSION REIGNS IN  THE  RANKS.

CAN YOU ORGANIZE  THE  HORDE
SO THAT IT  OBEYS YOU,  AND ONLY YOU ?


